ACCUJECT 3.0-1P injector set with
ZEISS CT 47S high diopter range
Handling instructions

ACCUJECT™ 3.0-1P injector set is compatible
with the ZEISS CT 47S +31.0 D to +40.0 D
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Inject OVD into the cartridge tip and along the channels.
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Place the IOL in the center of the open cartridge. Use forceps to push
down on the edges of the optic to ensure that the optic and haptics
are positioned under the ledges of the cartridge. Point the leading
haptic in, towards the tip of the cartridge .
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Maintain the IOL in place with the folding forceps while closing
the cartridge. Take care that the haptics do not slip out from the
cartridge grooves between the wings.
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Advance the plunger until it begins to move the IOL forward and
ensure that it is moving freely.
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To begin implantation, when the tip is inside the incision, turn the
injector one quarter rotation clockwise to ensure the leading haptic
is pointing left as it exits the tip.

As the IOL optic leaves the injector and starts to unfold, slowly turn
the injector counterclockwise back to the original position with the
bevel edge pointing down.

After the IOL is released, and the injector is removed, the trailing haptic may remain outside of the incision.
Use a suitable instrument to manually move the haptic and IOL into position.
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